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The Time Has Come to Clean-Up Your Garage

Getting your cars parked in your garage may be a dream to you, though now is the time to get your garage organized. Seems everyone is out there, cleaning out from

the change of seasons. Getting ready storing away the nasty snowthrower and dusting off the lawnmowers. Beginning the project, for many people, is the toughest

part.You see the piles of stuff and the shelves overflowing with items randomly tossed about for storage. Here's how you can go about organizing a garage:step

#1: Notes - Look at every wall or area and right down notes on items seen, comments made by my client or in your case little thoughts that drift into your head. It's

OK to write, "absolute disaster" or "hopeless mess." Just get it down on paper. Doesn't have to be a novel, random notes are perfect.step #2: Ideas - Envision what

your garage would look like. Use your walls for storing as much as possible. Think shelves, racks, hook bins, bags, etc. All of these ideas can be attached to the wall,

getting your stuff off the floor.step #3: Plan - Maybe take a bit of a break and let your thoughts simmer. Come back into your garage and plan what you are going to

do. Take some measurements for shelving. Remember to use the studs as much as possible, this will keep your stuff on the walls. Studs are typically every 16 inches

along the wall length.step#4: Action - Get your garbage bags ready, boxes for donations, and rev up those power tools ... the organizing party is about to begin. Hang

up your shelves first, if possible. This gives you space to store the items you use. Items you do NOT use do NOT go on a shelf, trash, or donate. Workaround your

garage and find homes for the things you use. You will be left with stuff that has no use in your home.step #5: Clean Up - You will be left with stuff that has no use

in your home. Donate or trash it. Get it out of your life. It's OK to part with stuff. Sweep up the floor and pull your car into the garage. Reward yourself for a job well

done!What random thought do you have about your garage?
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